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Summary 
  

Dr. Cyr began this project by developing a set of video screen 
capture (VSC) modules to demonstrate key financial calculations, 
such as those for loan and pension payments.  Video screen 
capture modules are short video lectures showing the 
development of mathematical formulas on a whiteboard 
accompanied by a recorded verbal explanation.   
  

He then studied the influence of these modules on domestic and 
international students taking graduate finance courses.  Would 
the students make any significant use of the modules?  Would 
they view VSC as substituting for face-to-face contact with their 
instructor, or as complimenting it?  Would their reactions to 



VSC depend on their individual learning styles? 
  

Dr. Cyr found that both groups of students made relatively high 
use of the VSC modules, with usage being significantly greater 
among international students and among those with verbal or 
linguistically oriented learning styles.  Despite the high usage and 
perceived value, neither group showed much support for VSC as a 
replacement for in-class instruction. 
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